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"COVID-19 has accelerated the divide of the social media
landscape. With consumers spending more time at home
and online, engagement across social media platforms has
increased and the role of beauty influencers has never been
stronger. However, the highly sensitized events over the
past year has seen more influencer and brand 'call outs'."
- Clare Hennigan, Senior Beauty & Personal Care
Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

The crucial role beauty influencers play in product discovery
How communication strategies need to evolve to keep up with shifting beauty ideals
The blurring of physical and digital lives and what it means for the industry
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Consumers will gravitate to brands that prioritize the quality of influencer partnerships
Brands that are transparent with their audience will create loyal customers and inspire repeated purchase
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Figure 16: Select reasons for following beauty influencers, by generation, December 2020
Motivators vary by platform preference
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Figure 34: Interest in innovative content – CHAID – Table output, December 2020
Methodology
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